OPEN 365 DAYS
A YEAR

Mon-Fri 9am-10pm
Sat-Sun 9am-8pm

 Board certiﬁed physicians

When your doctor’s office
is closed or unavailable,
Rochester Immediate Care
offers:

 Timely service—most patients treated in about an hour
 Acceptance of most insurance
 Lower co-pays than emergency room visits
 On-site diagnostics: Digital x-rays and laboratory
 Special consideration and amenities for pediatric

patients and their families

WEBSTER
1065 Ridge Rd.
Webster, NY 14580
585.872.2273

GREECE
2745 West Ridge Rd.
Greece, NY 14626
585.225.5252

HENRIETTA
2685 East Henrietta Rd.
Henrietta, NY 14467
585.444.0058

www.rochesterimmediatecare.com
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LIFE HAS SHARING
Share Your Moments to Win

Share a photo or video for a chance to WIN great prizes like a mountain bike,
treadmill, kayak and more.

Share your moments at LifeHasAPlan.com

SM

National strength. Local focus. Individual care.
A nonproﬁt independent licensee of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association
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BY JOANNE K. CLOBUS

Teens aren’t the only
ones prone to pimples. Find
out why more women face
acne during menopause,
and how you can treat it.

Living well together
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Hilton Central School
District is keeping employees
in tip-top shape with its new
Wellness Committee.
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A little fun,
a lot of yum

WELCOME MESSAGE
HEALTHY WORKERS
EXTREME MAKEOVER
FOOD ON 4 WHEELS
FUND FOR FUN
TEACHERS’ MISSION
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BY DANETTE M. WATT

Every parent would love
to pack picture-perfect
lunches, but between
dinner and the morning dash, who has
the time or energy? But you can make
simple midday meals to delight your
kids and give them energy. Check out
our 9 time-saving tips and recipes,
and take the crunch out of lunch.

Pencil pushing
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BY BRIAN ALEXANDER

Hundreds of Rochesterarea teachers hit the road
recently at the Teacher’s
Challenge 5K, raising money
to buy school supplies for
students in need.
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It starts with one step

34

BY BENJI FELDHEIM They’re everywhere—in your neighborhood,
at work, even in your own family. They’re runners, and there are
more of them than ever before. Find out why legions of everyday
Joes and Janes are running their way to fitness and friendship, and how you
can join them. It’s easier than you think.

Feel Better Fast

URGENT CARE
Route 332, Farmington

For non-life-threatening situations,
Thompson Health Urgent Care is
here when you need us.
Q

Evening and weekend hours

Q

No appointment necessary

Q

Lower co-pays than an
Emergency Room visit

Q

Digital x-ray on site

Our highly-trained, friendly staff
is here to serve you:
Mon - Fri: 11 am - 8 pm and
Sat - Sun: 9 am - 5 pm.
We’ll get you treated and back to
your busy schedule in no time.

Thompson Health Medical Center | 1160 Corporate Drive, Farmington | (585) 924-1510 | ThompsonHealth.com
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A weird lunch is better
than none at all
Lunch is a big deal in the Community Health office. Some
people bring a lunch from home, while others grab a sandwich
from the corner deli. But no matter what, we almost always
break for lunch.
And we get away from our desks. OK, not far away—we sit at
our conference table, since our small office has no break room.
We move the newspapers and magazines, lay out our spreads,
and dig in. During lunch, we swap stories and food, laugh and
watch YouTube videos. Sometimes we don’t say much at all,
but just listen to each other crunch and let our minds wander.
My lunches usually consist of leftovers, sometimes in kooky
combinations. Recently I had leftover grilled chicken, olives
and pickles, half a carrot and half a green apple (smoothie
extras) and a couple of pilfered salt and vinegar chips (I can’t
resist them). It wasn’t a thought-out meal, but delightful just
the same.
Lately I’ve noticed many people skipping lunch. Someone
recently even told me, “Nah, I don’t usually eat until dinner.”
I was stunned. How can you expect your brain to function, let
alone your body, if you don’t fuel it?
Churchville-Chili Central School District director of physical education, health and athletics Michael Murray wrote an
article this quarter that advocates for students to be allowed
to eat during class. He argues that proper nutrition leads to
more energy, which is crucial to success in the classroom and
in afterschool clubs and sports. Murray makes the point that
many children skip breakfast, leaving an 18-hour gap between
dinner and lunch. That’s almost a whole day!
Many adults fall into the same trap. If you eat breakfast at
6 or 7 a.m., and eat dinner at 6 or 7 p.m. (if you’re lucky), you’re
going 12 hours or more with no fuel.
You might say you’re too busy to eat lunch, but how effective are you on an empty stomach? You’re better off taking a
break to have a bite, and then going back to work with renewed
energy and attitude.
Step away from your desk, even for 15 minutes, and eat
lunch. It doesn’t have to be complicated. Grab an apple and a
handful of almonds. Mix up last night’s leftovers.
Take time to nourish yourself. Watch a funny cat video on
your phone, or connect with a colleague. Make it your own
midday respite, and you’ll get filled up in more ways than one.
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Hit the Ground Running
New wellness committee ﬁnds its stride early, plans to expand for students
BY BRIAN ALEXANDER

Between preparing lesson plans, grading papers,
advising clubs and myriad other daily duties, a teacher’s work
can seem never-ending. This may lead to stress, poor nutrition
and lack of exercise.
It was with exactly this cause-and-effect in mind that staff
from Hilton Central School District formed its first District
Fitness and Wellness Committee in fall 2013.
Scott Massie, assistant superintendent for human resources,
says members of the committee strive to promote healthy lifestyles for employees by incorporating strategies that incorporate
physical, mental and emotional wellness.
“We had an opportunity to engage the teachers and all the
employees in a conversation around different initiatives going
on in the district, trying to get their perspective on what we
could do to alleviate some of the stresses placed on educators
today,” Massie says.
Teachers had already begun getting involved with
a few health and wellness initiatives during the 201213 school year, Massie says, including the JP Morgan
Chase Corporate Challenge race and the Rochester
Ride for Missing Children.
And when support for these efforts grew, the board
of education decided to unite the initiatives under a
board-level committee for the 2013-14 school year.
The committee then reached out to the Rochester
Business Alliance to gather ideas for more programs.
“What we were hoping to do was to institutionalize
some of the things we already had in place, as well as

look at some new things that we could do,” Massie says.
One of these new programs was the Eat Well, Live Well challenge organized locally by Wegmans, geared toward getting
participants to move more and eat more fruits and vegetables.
In fall 2013, the committee ran the eight-week Eat Well, Live
Well program, with more than 200 district employees participating. Massie says the first program was such a success that
they ran another session this spring.
“I hear many people talk about how it’s changed their eating
habits, got them up moving, and taking more steps,” he says. “It’s
been a real positive for the district this year. There was a lot of
energy early on and, surprisingly, the momentum has carried all
the way through the school year.”
The committee also adopted the business alliance’s Have A
Heart Community Blood Pressure Challenge. Under the leadership of district nurses, Massie says about 20% of
employees are getting their blood pressure checked
weekly, with some buildings organizing their own
competitions based on results.
Other committee-supported events include the
Teacher’s Challenge 5K (full story on page 14) and the

20%

Percentage of employees getting their blood
pressure checked weekly with help from the
Have a Heart Challenge, an initiative of the
new Wellness Committee at Hilton Central
School District.

It’s been a real positive for the district
this year. The momentum has carried
all the way through the school year.
SCOTT MASSIE, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Teachers from Hilton Central School District recently cruised
in the Rochester Ride for Missing Children.
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To bring the message of health to the entire district, Scott
Massie says the committee plans to incorporate the same types
of wellness programming for students through a subcommittee
co-chaired by the director of food services and the director of
student services. The committee is already encouraging Hilton
High School students to get directly involved in marketing efforts
for the group’s many events.

SUPPLIED PHOTOS

SUPPORTING STUDENT BODIES
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He’s going to
first annual Hilton Education Foundation Golf Tournament,
which will benefit scholarship and grant opportunities for the
upcoming school year.
“We’re branching into some different areas,” he says. “Right
now we need a lot of focus on building a strong foundation to
support our employees and our students.”
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Birthright.
Since 1971, Birthright of Rochester has offered free and
conﬁdential pregnancy support to any woman regardless of
age, income or ethnicity.
Birthright’s focus is on the distressed mother and her baby.
Our guiding principle is: “It is the right of every woman to
give birth and the right of every child to be born.” Staffed
almost exclusively by volunteers, we understand that each
woman’s situation is unique and our objective is to help her
understand that she has options. We offer our friendship and
advocacy throughout her pregnancy.
A free, self-administered pregnancy test is provided, if
needed. Birthright volunteers have access to key resources
within our community, such as prenatal care, emergency
housing, legal or adoption services, and more. We provide
maternity clothes and childbirth classes.
After birth, follow up continues to the baby’s ﬁrst birthday,
during which we host support luncheons to share pertinent
information, provide a forum for discussion and encourage
networking with other mothers. We offer clothing as baby
grows and seasons change, and provide emergency formula
and diapers.
Emphasizing accessibility, Birthright offers multiple locations
throughout the greater Rochester area, and a 24 hour hotline
so that assistance is always only a phone call away.

Pregnant?

Need someone to
listen?
Birthright…
h i ht
Services are free & absolutely conﬁdential.
Providing caring, nonjudgemental support
to girls and women who are distressed by
an unplanned pregnancy.

Members of Hilton Central School District’s Fitness and Wellness Committee,
including high school principal Brian Bartalo from left and high school
assistant principals Dave Leahy, Mike Zaffuts and Erin Schneider, partnered
with the Hilton Education Foundation to raise money for educational
programs at the ﬁrst annual Hilton Education Foundation Golf Tournament.

We are waiting for your call


www.birthright.org
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Fitness Facelift

Athletic director drives project to revamp ﬁtness room

BY BRIAN ALEXANDER

Whether you’re a serious athlete, casual jogger or a person new to fitness programs, a well equipped and welcoming
strength and conditioning facility can be key to achieving your goals.
When athletic director Michael Murray first stepped into the workout space at Churchville-Chili High School two years ago,
he saw some room for improvement. Their facility consisted mostly of weight racks and dumbbells, he says, and was housed in an
old gymnasium with a wooden floor that hadn’t been upgraded in about 20 years.
“A lot of the stuff that was here was excellent stuff; it was just old,” he says. “It had a rusty, old school powerlifting atmosphere.”
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needs are, because it’s for the kids,” he says. “You go into that type
of thing not really knowing how they’re going to respond, but
they were 100% in approval of doing this.”
LET’S DO SOME WORK
Once the plan was approved, the renovation was separated into
two phases. The first phase mostly involved structural work.
They tore out the wooden floor, removed the basketball hoops,
replaced the windows, upgraded every light fixture, added a
sound system, and gave the whole room a fresh coat of paint.
Phase 2 involved buying and installing new equipment,
with the help of gym equipment retailer G&G Fitness.
Murray says G&G installed new power lifting racks, a
whole wall of cardio equipment, a full center section of circuit
training machines, a dumbbell station and something called
Synrgy360—a cross training station with separate workout
spaces that involve battle ropes, TRX cables, pull-up bars,
resistance bands and medicine ball training.
The room was shut down for six months during construction, prompting the administration to move what equipment

SUPPLIED PHOTOS

FIRST, THE HEAVY LIFTING
Looking to modernize the space, and concerned that inexperienced lifters might be intimidated by the atmosphere, Murray
got the ball rolling to rethink and refurbish the space, with help
from district Superintendent Pam Kissel.
In 2008, voters in the district approved a $56 million capital
project, Kissel says, which included funding for a new strength
and conditioning facility, along with a new auditorium, new windows in the high school, new science classrooms, and a new gym.
“We believe in supporting well rounded programs,”
Kissel says.
“All of it plays a part in giving children lots of opportunities to
thrive, and we think athletics and physical fitness is an important component. We took this opportunity with the support of
our community to make this an inviting environment, and one
where students are really taking advantage of it.”
Murray says the first step was to form a committee of coaches
and teachers who brainstormed about their needs. Next, it was
his job to present the plan to the board of education.
“They unanimously voted for what we wanted and what our

Before the massive renovation of the strength training and conditioning facility at Churchville-Chili High School, equipment was outdated and in poor repair.
The remodeling created a bright, refreshed space where students and staff feel motivated to work out.

We took this opportunity with the support of our community to make this
an inviting environment, and one where students are really taking advantage of it.
SUPT. PAM KISSEL, CHURCHVILLE-CHILI SD

they could to the Churchville-Chili
Middle School weight room.
RENOVATING ATTITUDES
Since the new strength and conditioning facility reopened on April 10, Murray
says the student body and staff appreciate and enjoy the new space.
“The kids have just loved it,” he says.
“It even smells brand new. Kids want to
be in there.”

Coaches and teachers have volunteered to run open weight room time,
Kissel says, and fill out a checklist each
day to make sure equipment is maintained and put away.
Kissel says that somewhere down
the line, the district would like to open
either the middle school or high school
training facility to community use,
where the school’s neighbors could enjoy
the updated look and variety.

“It’s spacious, it’s inviting, and there
are multiple options for them to work
out,” Kissel says.
Murray says the new facility has
gone a long way toward encouraging the
whole school to make positive changes.
“If you give them nice things, I’ve
found that it really does motivate them
to want to be better, and to have more
pride in not only themselves, but in the
school district in general,” Murray says.
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Let’s Get Truckin’

Food Truck Rodeo speeds past the traditional to offer ethnic and healthy delicacies
BY BRIAN ALEXANDER

Food trucks aren’t only around in the summertime.
Many of them, such as Chowder Up, warm stomachs in the winter months.
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Such foods include arepas, a traditional South American
flatbread dish made by Hello Arepa, and poutine, a FrenchCanadian favorite that Le Petit Poutine makes by smothering
french fries in gravy and topping them with cheese curds.
“These vendors represent every culture and every type of
food you can imagine, all in one location,” she says. “It’s a great
opportunity for people to get out together and try foods they
might not otherwise get at a restaurant.”
It’s not all about foods that pack on the calories, either.
For those who are watching their diet, trucks like Wraps on
Wheels, Smoothies Plus and Effortlessly Healthy make it easy
to pick up fit fare in a matter of minutes, with options for people with gluten-free and vegan restrictions.
You may even come across a new twist on an old favorite.
Ever heard of a carrot dog?
“They grill it up the carrot and stick it on a bun, and it’s as
good as any hot dog you’ve ever had,” Hildebrand says.
A great way to enjoy the Food Truck Rodeo, Hildebrand
says, is to come with a big group. Split up and have each person
bring something back for the table, to lay out a smorgasbord of
unique culinary creations.

The Rochester Public Market is open year-round,
offering fresh produce, specialty items and ethnic
foods, from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays,
and 5 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturdays. For more information,
go to CityOfRochester.gov/publicmarket.

SUPPLIED PHOTOS

Smoothies Plus offers cool fruity creations.

OPEN
MARKET

In the past decade, the popularity of food trucks
has taken off in larger cities, where a quick meal can be
crucial to pedestrians on the go. With nearly unlimited locations, food trucks appeal equally to late-night socializers
looking for a craving fix, and business professionals who don’t
get a lot of time away from their desks.
Recognizing this trend, in 2011, Rochester Public Market
began hosting a Food Truck Rodeo the last Wednesday of every
month from April to October.
“We were keeping an eye on national trends, and we saw
food trucks were becoming a big thing in other markets,” says
Joan Hildebrand, spokeswoman for the public market.
“We saw a version that was working really well in Charlotte,
(N.C.), and we thought it would translate well to our city.”
According to attendance, it has translated incredibly well.
The first food truck event at the public market involved a total
of 10 trucks and 500 visitors. Since then, Hildebrand says the
public market has grown exponentially, with the most recent
event bringing in 40 trucks and more than 5,000 visitors.
It’s easy to see why. The options at a food truck are no longer limited to the same picnic foods that have been staples at
carnivals and festivals for decades. With steady growth in the
number of these mobile kitchens, has come an equally gradual
growth in variety.
Gone are the days when all you had to choose from were
corn dogs, greasy hamburgers and fried dough covered in powdered sugar. Now, Hildebrand says food trucks treat their
patrons to a diverse and delicious culinary experience featuring
foods from all over the world.

They grill up the carrot
and stick it on a bun,
and it’s as good as any
hot dog you’ve ever had.
JOAN HILDEBRAND
ROCHESTER PUBLIC MARKET

ROCHESTER
FOOD TRUCK RODEO
5 to 9 p.m.
AUG. 27 | SEPT. 24 | OCT. 29
280 N. Union St.
Each night features a band performance
also. If you’re planning to hang out, bring
chairs and even a fold-out table. No seating is provided.
CityOfRochester.gov/foodtruckrodeo

Effortlessly Healthy serves up paleo offerings.

Get your mouth
back on track.
Danica Patrick, our partner in
the Healthy Mouth Movement.

DENTURE

NO INSURANCE?

MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE

1

FREE

EXAM & X-RAYS2

EVERYDAY

VALUE

PRICING

WORK WITH ALL

INSURANCE
PLANS

Call or visit AspenDental.com to schedule an appointment today.
CANANDAIGUA
308 Eastern Blvd.
585-412-5040
1
Denture Money-Back Guarantee applies to all full and partial dentures and covers the cost of the denture(s) only. Refund request must be submitted within 90 days after insert of final denture or hard reline. Denture(s) must be
returned within 90 days after refund request date. 2For new patients that do not have dental insurance. New patients must be 21 or older to receive free exam and X-rays, a minimum $160 value. Minimum savings is based on a
comprehensive exam and full X-ray series; the value of the savings will vary based on doctor recommendation. Discounts cannot be combined with other offers or dental discount plans. Offer(s) must be presented at first visit.
Offers expire 8/31/14. ©2014 Aspen Dental Management, Inc. ®2014 Stewart-Haas Racing.
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It’s only super if you take it
Take medications properly to protect your health

When it comes to fighting chronic conditions, a prescription drug can be a superhero. But it only works if you take it.
If you have a chronic condition like high blood pressure or high cholesterol, taking your prescriptions as directed—which is also
known as medication adherence—is essential to healthy living.
If you Google the words “medication
adherence,” you’ll get about 2.7 million hits. It’s clearly an important issue
in health care. The American Heart
Association says poor medication adherence takes 125,000 lives in the United
States annually, and costs the health care
system nearly $300 billion per year in
additional doctor and emergency department visits and hospitalizations.
To help protect people against deteriorating health conditions, hospitalizations
and sometimes deaths that can result when
they don’t take their prescription medications as directed, Excellus BlueCross
BlueShield launched a community engagement campaign based around a superhero
prescription bottle called TAD, for “Take
As Directed.” The TAD superhero conveys the message, “If you’re not taking your
prescriptions as directed, you’re taking a
chance.”

This is especially important for people
who have a chronic condition, such as diabetes. Unfortunately, 50% of people with
chronic conditions discontinue their meds
within six months. Sometimes people forget to take their medications. Other times,
they might not like the side effects, or think
the medicine is too expensive.
For others, it might be difficult to get to
the pharmacy to get prescriptions filled.
Still, others may insist they feel fine without taking the medication. But stopping a
prescription medication without a doctor’s
approval can be dangerous.
If the cost is a concern for you, ask
your doctor about switching to a generic
medication, or consider using a mailorder pharmacy, which can sometimes
save money.

If you find you are forgetting to take
your medicine, try taking it at the same
time each day and put a reminder on your
calendar. There are even online apps you
can download to your smart phone to help
with this.
Always talk to your doctor if you are
having side effects, as there may be another
medication you can take that will not cause
those issues.
Even if you are feeling well, it’s important to take your medicine as directed
because the medication may be necessary
to prevent serious health problems from
developing later.
Prescription medications play a vital
role in the nation’s health care system.
About half of the U.S. population and
90% of adults 60 years and older used
at least one prescription drug during the
past month, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. Over the
past decade, the number of people using
five or more prescription drugs increased
by 70%, according to the CDC.
The World Health Organization notes
that getting more patients to take their
medications as directed may have a far
greater impact on the health of the population than any improvement in specific
medical treatments.
To learn more, visit ExcellusBCBS.com/
TakeAsDirected.

A LITTLE REMINDER
If you’re having trouble remembering to take
your medication, download a reminder app.
MedCoach is free in the iTunes store,
and can also connect to your
pharmacy to refill your prescriptions.
Tad is a superhero
marketing campaign
to remind people
to “take as directed.”
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MediSafe is free in the Google Play
store, and can sync with your
family members’ phones, so you
can remind each other.

RASHP
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Raise
the Bar
Get creative and active to replace
food-based fundraisers
BY BRIAN ALEXANDER

School fundraisers can be an integral part
of buying necessary supplies, financing projects or
organizing activities for students. And food-based
fundraisers have been the go-to idea for decades—
think candy campaigns and bake sales laden with
sugary treats.
That new scoreboard or the class trip to Niagara
Falls might seem a lot less gratifying, however, if
you consumed loads of calories just to get there.
Instead, try some new fundraising fun, active ideas
that won’t add extra inches to your waistline.

TAKE A HIKE
The number of 5K
races that happen yearround can be a little
intimidating. But if you
want to maintain the
same spirit of fitness
with a little spin, try
organizing a distance
hike at a local nature
preserve.
This gets participants off the streets
and into the wilderness, where they can
enjoy the serenity of
nature while working
up a sweat. If younger
children are participating, add a scavenger
hunt to test their wilderness knowledge in
exchange for prizes.

SET SOME RECORDS
Take some gym equipment to a park or a
practice field and host
a Record-Setting Day,
where friends and family sponsor students to
compete in different
events. These can be
classic events like track
and field, or nontraditional events like who
can balance on a Bosu
ball for the longest.
You could even
encourage students to
come up with their own
events to be adopted as
part of regular competition. Then, they could
come back every year
to try to best their personal scores.

MAKE IT ARTSY
Host an arts and music
festival where studentmade work is up for
sale. Teachers can set
up booths to display
the work, along with
activities that prompt
visitors to express their
creativity in front of
their peers.
Encourage participants to pay $1 to
add their interpretation of what “health”
represents to them on
a large surface, like a
parking lot, using sidewalk chalk. At the end
of the day, you’ll be left
with a mural of health
from all different
perspectives.

KICK IT INTO GEAR
To reach an audience outside the local
community, consider organizing a
campaign through a
crowdfunding website like Kickstarter or
Indiegogo. These sites
allow users to donate
to your cause at increments of anywhere
from a few dollars to
thousands of dollars, in
exchange for perks that
you designate.
Maybe $5 gets you
five jumping jacks from
a fifth-grader, or a personalized watercolor
painting by an eighthgrader for $10. With
integrated tools and
a built-in community
of thousands of Web
users, the possibilities
are endless.

ASK THE MASSES
If you’re still stuck on
ideas, take a poll from
students to see what
kind of fundraiser they
would like to be part of.
You could even make it
a contest with a small
prize for the most creative concept, and raise
money by “charging”
people $1 to vote for
their favorite idea. If
the students feel like
they’re part of the process, they might be
more likely to put their
all into it, which makes
the end result that
much sweeter.
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Leaning on Each Other
Teachers hit the road to raise money for student supplies

Teacher’s Challenge 5K participants raised money for all schools in need around the Rochester area,
not just their own.
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BY BRIAN ALEXANDER

Rochester City School District is
one of the top five biggest school districts in New York State. Among those, it
has the highest poverty rate among students, ranking it even above schools in
New York City.
Many students come to school without basic supplies, like pencils and paper.
The schools often have little to no budgets for these supplies, so teachers end
up buying them out of pocket, in addition to general classroom supplies.
Thankfully, a local nonprofit organization called ROC City Values is helping
to alleviate this burden.
On June 22, ROC City Values hosted
its first Teacher’s Challenge 5K, a fundraiser created to raise money for
Rochester City Schools teachers to buy
student and classroom supplies.
More than 500 teachers and others
came out to Seneca Park in Rochester to
run or walk the 5K, raising money that
will go directly to schools in need.
Christy Neu, a teacher at Hilton

ADD YOUR 2 CENTS
To learn more about ROC City
Values, go to ROCcityValues.
com. To make a donation to the
nonprofit organization, click
“More” and then “Contact.”

SUPPLIED PHOTOS

Central School District, is events coordinator for ROC City Values. She says
the small startup group is made up of
teachers from schools in Rochester and
surrounding districts, and representatives from Excellus BlueCross BlueShield.
When they realized how serious the
situation was for teachers and students in
Rochester City School District, Neu says
they knew they had to do something.
“I was with a friend of mine, who is a
city school teacher, when she picked up
a paper clip and said ‘Oh, I can use this
on Monday!’” Neu says. “They only had
one paper clip for the class that they pass
around.”
Neu says RCSD teachers have
reported spending anywhere from $100
to a few thousands of dollars of their

own money on student school supplies
each year.
“Especially in your first year of teaching, often you have to come in and start
from scratch,” she says.
Neu says the group is already planning for another Teacher’s Challenge 5K
next year, and they are hoping to double
attendance. It’s all part of taking a team
approach to education, Neu says.
The organization designated one captain at each of the 61 schools within
the district. When the event is over and
the money is divided, each district will
receive the funds in the form of a gift
card. Captains will then collaborate with
faculty and administration in their building to figure out what they will need.
“It’s exciting because it really helps

Any time students come to school feeling prepared,
it gives them more conﬁdence to do their best work.

to build something positive, especially
within the city schools, because this is a
time of struggle for them,” Neu says.
“Some people have come to us firsthand, and said it’s excellent timing for
the event.”
Every school that has 20 or more people running on their behalf qualifies for
additional $100 gift card provided by
corporate sponsorship.
Neu says she hopes these funds will
help students get the most out of their
learning experience, and eliminate the
feeling that their peers are coming to
class with things they can’t afford.
“I think any time students come to
school feeling prepared and feeling that
they have been given the basic supplies
to get through their day—they’re not
searching for a pencil or having to use
a crayon that’s been rubbed down to a
nub—that gives them more confidence to
do their best work,” she says.

CHRISTY NEU, EVENTS COORDINATOR FOR ROC CITY VALUES
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Take Your Pick

Help kids try new foods and
build good lifelong diet habits
BY BRIAN ALEXANDER

THE PICKINESS MYTH
The long-standing belief that some children are naturally picky eaters is only part
true, says wellness coach Amy Nadelen,
founder of Tribe Wellness in Fairport, a
company that works with families to create simple, customized, manageable food
programs.
“Kids start out early on being very
accepting of new foods,” Nadelen says.
“Many 12- to 18-month-olds will happily
gobble up anything and everything Mom
puts in front of them. Then around age 2,
things change.”
This is when children enter a stage of
neophobia, fear of anything new, Naelden
says. They begin to resist new foods, and
even refuse ones they once enjoyed.
“So what Mom and Dad see as resistance to food is actually quite normal,”
she
n

says. “But not knowing this, and not really
understanding what can be done to help
the child be more accepting, they label
their child as being picky.”
Kids are usually over this resistance by
first grade, but by this time, most parents
are done trying to introduce them to new
foods, instead opting for foods they know
kids will eat.
Kids will eventually accept of a variety
of foods, but Nadelen says it can take up to
20 attempts. It’s important to be patient,
she says, because the payoff for your child’s
health can be huge.
BREAKING THE HABIT
If you want to incorporate new foods into
your child’s diet, Nadelen says a neutral
approach is best.
“Parents can’t force their child to take a

Many 12- to 18-month-olds
will happily gobble up anything
and everything Mom puts
in front of them. Then around
age 2, things change.
AMY NADELEN, WELLNESS COACH
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bite, even if they call it something nice like
a ‘no thank-you bite,’” she says. “None of
that works in the long term. They may take
three bites of veggie at that meal, but that’s
not the goal. You want kids to choose to eat
their veggies on their own, three, five or 15
years from now.”
Start by making healthier versions of
foods they already enjoy. For hot dogs with
mac and cheese, she recommends switching to all-natural hot dogs and Annie’s
brand organic macaroni and cheese. Then,
try making your own mac and cheese and
adding some pureed winter squash and
carrots.
“The more exposure kids have to
healthy foods throughout their lives, in a
fun, no-pressure way, the more accepting
they will be of them,” Nadelen says.
Let it be a natural process. Adults find
what they like to eat through experiences,
not force. The same holds true for kids.
“Getting kids involved in the kitchen,
choosing recipes, shopping for healthy
foods, working in the garden—all these
activities help shape their relationship
with food,” Nadelen says.
Next, make sure children have a structure for eating desserts and snacks. If
children have a certain time of day set
aside to indulge in a cookie or a bag of
chips, Nadelen says they’ll be less likely to

SUPPLIED PHOTOS

Just about every parent has dealt with it: It’s dinner time, and your child refuses to eat the healthy food you’ve cooked.
You might be ready to throw in the kitchen towel and let them eat whatever they want, just to get some food in their belly. But you
can incorporate new foods into your child’s diet. Put in some patience now, and it will pay off in the long run.

SMALL CHANGES

Amy Nadelen encourages her children Alex, 6, and Helana, 3, to try different foods.

ask for them during other parts of the day.
“You want sweets and treats to just be
part of life for kids, not something they
obsess over,” she says. “Restrict them from
it, and that’s all they want. You want to
take these foods off the pedestal, and
teach kids how to deal with them in everyday life.”
Most importantly, Nadelen says, parents need to be good nutritional role

models. This means eating the same
healthy foods you scoop onto their plates.
“A child’s early exposure to foods can
shape their relationship with food for the
rest of their lives. This can happen as early
as in the womb,” she says.
“Moms who eat a variety of healthy
foods while pregnant will have babies that
are typically more accepting of foods when
they get older.”

Kids often take the world at face
value, and they are drawn in by
color and proximity.
Wellness coach Amy Nadelen
is working with Fairport Central
School District to modify the ways
healthy options are presented
to children in the lunch line, to
encourage them to make good
choices.
This includes putting a basket
of fresh apples and oranges by
the register, placing snack foods
behind the counter
so kids have to ask
for them, and dressing up packages of
sliced veggies with a
cartoon sticker. Each
of these tech niques, she says,
c a n easily be
translated to
your kitchen.
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Quick
Pick-Me-Up
Making the case for letting students
eat in class BY MICHAEL MURRAY

Students today experience a world of greater pressure than
ever before. Academic standards and expectations have never been
higher. Teachers are more demanding, especially since they are rated
on how well their students perform.
On top of that, more students are involved in athletics and other
extracurricular activities where coaches and club advisors also
demand a lot. Parents add to the pressure, expecting their children to
be at their best.
In order to keep up the pace, and be in top metal and physical
condition, students constantly need to keep their bodies fueled, making proper nutrition and hydration a must. Is this being considered
by teachers, coaches, advisers, parents and students themselves? Are
we making this a priority?
Take even a brief look into research on how to properly fuel your
body for success and health, and you’ll find an abundance of information to support the concept of frequent meals and hydration.
Eating five to seven times per day in a grazing manner with a
good blend of protein, healthy carbohydrates, healthy fats, and lots
of water is the best method to keep the brain and muscles fueled, the
metabolism moving, and blood sugar levels constant.
These outcomes are keys to maintaining optimum energy and
body fat levels. To do this, students need to eat something healthy
about every three hours during the day.
When you think of it that way, it is obvious that students need to
eat more often during the school day than just lunchtime. Even if
they eat breakfast, waiting for lunch is not good enough. Sometimes
lunch doesn’t come for four to five hours after breakfast, and that
is too long to wait. Unfortunately, some students skip breakfast all
together and this is a huge mistake.
To be at their best, students cannot skip meals. They need something healthy to eat mid-morning, mid-afternoon, and mid-evening,
with constant hydration.
How can students accomplish this? First, schools and teachers
need to allow it. We should revisit the philosophy of not allowing
food or drink in class. Students, especially high school students,
should not have to wolf down something at their locker and use
only the water fountain between classes. This is neither healthy
nor efficient.
As long as students clean up after themselves and don’t interrupt
instruction, they should be allowed to eat and drink water in class.
Teachers, coaches, and all others need to realize the importance of
this if truly want their students at their best.

MAKE YOUR MANY MEALS MINI ONES
Keep in mind that the recommendation of eating five to seven
times per day does not mean to eat five to seven big meals per
day. Actually, moderate portions are best. Eating at mid-morning and mid-afternoon also helps prevent overeating at lunch
and dinner. This is a bonus because overeating often leads to
fatigue and a host of other problems. Here are some mid-morning and mid-afternoon food suggestions:
³ Sports nutrition bars that are high in protein
and contain whole grains. My favorites are
Tri-O-Plex made by Chef Jay’s. (ChefJays.com)
³ Homemade trail mix with unsalted nuts and dried fruits
as the main components.
³ Greek yogurt with fruit added.
³ Tuna sandwich on 100% whole grain bread.
³ Meal replacement shakes such as Met-Rx and Myoplex
from EAS. There are so many recipes out there to make
these taste great.
³ Whey protein powder mixed with coconut water with
fruit. Regular water is OK, too, but the hydration and
health benefits of coconut water are outstanding.
TIP: Add some flaxseed oil to your meal replacement shake
or whey protein for some outstanding healthy fats, too.

A BIG FOOD GAP

Å
·
֢Ǹի֘Ǐ

Here is a typical food schedule for a high school student.

Æ

Æ

6 p.m.
Dinner

10 p.m.- 6 a.m.
Sleep

7 a.m.
Noon
Skip
Lunch
breakfast

That is 18 full hours with no food—almost a full day!
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It’s
Only
Natural
4 reasons for moms
to bag the bottle
BY ERIN GOLDEN

Breast milk, as most moms know, does much more than soothe a hungry
tummy. Full of antibodies and nutrients perfect for an infant’s particular needs, it’s a
powerful tool for development and protection against disease. But the act of breastfeeding can also work wonders for moms.
Breast-feeding expert Diane Spatz is director of the lactation program at the
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. She works with critically ill babies, and teaches
doctors and nurses about the range of benefits breast-feeding offers moms. Spatz tells
us four ways breastfeeding helps moms—even years later.
POST-BABY BPs AND LBs
Breast-feeding can help keep blood pressure levels low, and Spatz says it blasts off baby
weight. Breast-feeding burns energy—in particular, the stored-up fat accumulated
during pregnancy. It’s something moms have known for years, but maybe now even
more relevant, as more women are at risk of becoming obese.
“The longer Mom breast-feeds, the more protected she is from being overweight,”
says Spatz, a professor of nursing and nutrition at the University of Pennsylvania.
Getting to a healthy weight after pregnancy can also fight the chance of type 2
diabetes. Though, Spatz cautions that moms who dealt with obesity pre-pregnancy
shouldn’t expect breast-feeding to be a miracle diet.
ARTHRITIS AVOIDER
Increasing evidence shows breast-feeding may lower a mother’s risk of developing
rheumatoid arthritis later in life. One recent study of 7,300 Chinese women found that
women who had breast-fed were 50% less likely to develop the condition than women
who hadn’t. The study showed a particularly noticeable impact for women who had
breast-fed for a long period of time.
Spatz says that means more than a year, which isn’t the norm here. The health
effects of breast-feeding for American women are slightly more difficult to track,
because women breastfeed for more varied periods of time, and many mix in formula
feeding.
Experts aren’t sure exactly why breastfeeding may reduce arthritis risk in moms,
Spatz says, but they do know the benefit—and many others, for both mom and baby—is
tied directly to the length of time a woman breastfeeds.
“It’s really all about the ‘dose response,’” she says. “The longer she is breastfeeding,
the more benefits.”

YOUR BREAST-FEEDING
NUTRITION GUIDE
Minimum recommended daily servings
based on a 2,200-calorie meal plan
BREAD, CEREAL, RICE, PASTA
9 to 11 servings
VEGETABLES
4 to 5 servings
FRUITS
3 to 4 servings
MILK, YOGURT, CHEESE
3 to 4 servings, or a calcium supplement
MEAT, POULTRY, FISH,
EGGS, DRY BEANS, AND NUTS
3 servings
SATURATED AND TRANS FATS,
OILS AND SWEETS
Use in small amounts
SOURCE: WOMENANDINFANTS.ORG
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LOWER CANCER RISK
Researchers have also pointed to links between longer-term breastfeeding and a
decreased risk of breast and ovarian cancers. Again, Spatz says, it’s not clear exactly
what’s happening biologically to lower the risk. But it may have something to do with
the typical course of development and aging of a woman’s body, and the role pregnancy
and breastfeeding play.
“A woman’s breast is designed to get pregnant and lactate, and if you don’t, your
breasts don’t go through the final maturation process,” she says.
HELP FROM ‘HAPPY HORMONES’
Breastfeeding may also help new moms stave off postpartum depression. Spatz says
the hormones released while creating milk are the same ones that make you feel
good—endorphins or “happy hormones.”
Plus, there are the undeniable feel-good
effects that come from time spent bonding with
ONLINE EXTRA
and providing for your baby.
Go to
CommunityHealthMagazine.com
“If you ever speak to a mother who has met
for 12 tips on how to increase or
her personal breastfeeding goals, that relationdecrease your breast milk supply.
ship she has with her child—there’s just no other
way to gain that relationship,” Spatz says.

MEN
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Time to
Take Charge
Tackle these 5 projects for better home health
BY KEVIN CARLSON

A healthy home is a happy home. And just like your body, your house needs maintenance to ensure it’s an environment that promotes wellness. You wouldn’t go years
without going to the doctor. So break out the tool belt, because it’s time your house got a
checkup from Dr. Fix-It.

1CLEAR THE AIR

The best way to control allergens and germs in your house is
to keep them from getting in. Scott Mosby, president of Mosby
Building Arts in St. Louis, has a term for this—sealing the thermal envelope.
“First, get a blower door test with an energy assessment or
audit,” Mosby says.
These assessments, offered by many utility companies for as
little as $50, help identify air gaps in your home.
“Homes are filled with holes, and they breathe in and out
just like we do,” Mosby says. “The most important thing to do—
and the hardest thing to do because it encompasses so many
aspects—is to fix air infiltration.”
Once you find the gaps and cracks, you can fill them with
caulk or foam. Go to Energy.gov/EnergySaver to see common
trouble spots, and learn more about sealing techniques.
To prevent formaldehyde buildup, thoroughly clean air conditioners and ovens. Replace aging ones altogether. Rebates
and energy-saving technology make it a worthwhile investment.
For an easy-on-the-wallet preventive measure, install a carbon
monoxide detector. What you can’t smell may kill you.

2FROM THE FLOORS UP

That plush carpeting is, like, so 1993, not to mention embedded with years of sediment—asbestos, chemicals, dust, mildew
and mold. Replace it in high-traffic areas with clean, sustainable
bamboo. Or lay hardwood throughout the home to reduce the
effects of allergies and asthma.
Consider replacing your countertops with bamboo,
which has become popular because of its eco-friendliness and
ease of cleaning.
If you repaint a room, choose a low-VOC paint, which
reduces the amount of volatile organic compounds released into
the air. These can cause headaches, eye irritation, nausea, dizziness and fatigue. Look for a brand with a VOC content of less
than 50 grams VOC per liter, including tinting.

VENT IT OUT
Make sure bathroom vent fans are in
good working condition, and turned on
when you shower. The moisture buildup
can quickly lead to mold and mildew.

THOSE OLD
3APPLIANCES

Mosby recommends replacing
conventional gas appliances
like furnaces, boilers and water
heaters with sealed combustion
units, which are at least 90% efficient. If nothing
else, roll up your sleeves and give boilers, dishwashers and tiles a good scrubbing to thwart
asbestos exposure.

WATER
IN YOUR WORLD
4THE

To keep the water you drink clean, call your local municipality for a water test. If harmful pollutants such as asbestos or
radium are found, install a water filtration system. Water,
like air, carries plenty of pollutants, so be sure to clean the purifier and replace filters at least every two months.
Properly vent rooms where water is regularly used, especially
the bathroom. “Make sure vent fans are in good working condition, and turned on when showering,” says Dean Sunderland,
owner of Sunderland Home Improvement in Clayton, N.C. “The
moisture and mold buildup from this daily task can cause damage in no time. The fans should be of good quality, and should be
vented to the outside. Check and clean them yearly.”

5HIDDEN HAZARDS

Don’t overlook the areas reserved for storage. Check the
attic for troublesome spots where mold can invade old insulation, and put a dehumidifier in the basement to keep
moisture from destroying drywall. While you’re at it, make sure
drain spouts and gutters direct water away from the house.
C O M M U N I T Y H E A LT H
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FAST FACT
Stretching is
no longer used
for warming up
or cooling down,
as it hasn’t been
proven to offer
any benefits.

Consider the Long Run
Keep fun and moderation in your kid’s running routine
BY SHARON FILKINS

Whether it’s in the hallway at school, at the playground or around the pool, kids hear it all the time—“Don’t
run!” Running and kids seem to go hand in hand.
But lately, running has taken on an entirely new meaning.
All across the country, kids are being encouraged to run for fitness, often following in the footsteps of parents who jumped on
the trend of jogging routines in the ’90s.
While running is an excellent aerobic exercise for kids,
research shows a too-intense routine can be hard on their bodies
over the long term.
RUNNING ON ‘E’
If a child wants to start running, be sure it’s their decision, says
Frank Miklavcic, director of the Kentucky Track and Cross
Country Coaches Association in Frankfort, Ky.
“Running should be fun for kids and something they want to
do, not because their parents are forcing them to do it,” he says.
Kids can start a running program as young as 5 years old,
Miklavcic says, but moderation is the key to success. Parents need
to realize that early intensity can be harmful for young children,
possibly causing stress fractures and injury to joints and growth
plates. It’s more important for children to have fun and learn
good running form than to see how far they can run, he says.
Kids also need an educated coach. Miklavcic, who has more
than 30 years of experience as a running teacher and coach, says

ONLINE EXTRA
Go to CommunityHealthMagazine.com to see how kids
develop good habits by starting a running routine early.
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a good coach recognizes each child’s capabilities and limits, and
works to help them develop a unique training routine.
“You may have a 12-year-old who weighs 200 pounds, who is
only capable of trudging around the track,” he says.
“A good coach will encourage him, and continue to work with
him. It is better that he is out there trudging, rather than sitting
home playing video games.”
LET KIDS BE KIDS
With the proper early training, running can become a beneficial
life-long healthy habit, Miklavcic says. And when kids start running at young age, parents and coaches may try to push them past
their limits, not realizing they’ve reached their breaking point.
Pushing kids for drastic increases in mileage is unnecessary,
and is physically harmful to younger runners, says David Ramsey,
coach of the Brocaw Blazers Track Teams in Kansas City, Mo. It
can lead to hip, back and hamstring problems, he says.
Ramsey says his goal is to gradually increase endurance and
intensity as each runner matures from year to year. Moderate
gains protect their bodies and their attitudes.
“We also watch for burnout with the kids,” he says, adding that
doing too much too quickly can cause kids to dislike running.
He typically starts 6- to 8-year-olds with only 18 to 22 minutes of running, which includes five-minute warm-ups and
cool-downs.
A 14-year-old may work up to a workout of 40 minutes, including warm-ups and cool-downs. No matter what, a child’s running
routine should be more about fun than winning or work.
“If it is no longer fun for them, it is no longer beneficial,”
Ramsey says.

Compassion, Consistency, Courtesy...

GOODBODY
Physical Therapy & Chiropractic PLLC
Providing exceptional rehabilitation while striving to restore
optimal physical function to a wide spectrum of individuals...
from pediatrics to geriatrics!
We are committed to the development of customized and personalized therapeutic programs of care that meet and exceed the individual needs and goals
that are brought to our attention. We encourage an open dialogue and establish a respectful relationship for an exchange of information in order to
educate both you and Dr. Goodbody about your condition. We want you to
feel confident and comfortable with the treatment options that we present,
and we take the time to properly diagnose our patients to determine what
treatment plan will maximize each individual’s outcome.
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A Bump
in the Road
Why women entering menopause
might be surprised by an acne resurgence
BY JOANNE K. CLOBUS

Ask dermatologist Dr. Joseph Bikowski what
causes acne, and he’ll start by listing what does not: “Dirt,
grease, grime, oil, soft drinks, nuts, chocolate, pizza or sin.”
Everything parents through the ages warned their teenagers
would cause pimples, Bikowski says, aren’t the real culprits. “It’s
all been a myth,” he says.
But one thing really can trigger acne, and it’s what every older
woman faces during her lifetime: menopause. Many people think
acne is just a teenage problem, but research shows the changes
that happen in a woman’s body during menopause can trigger an
acne comeback.
For Ramona Sangermano, 48, an administrative assistant
from Baden, Penn., her teenage acne was typical.
“It started when I was 16, and responded pretty well to
antibiotics and Retin-A,” she says.
During her 20s, she took no acne medications as she went
through three pregnancies, and experienced occasional breakouts. When she was still dealing with acne in her 30s, it seemed to
Sangermano that everyone else her age had outgrown it.
“I never moved past that oily skin phase of my teenage years,”
she says.
She consulted Bikowski about a course of treatment, and he

4 ACNE TREATMENTS
Recommended by Dr. Joseph Bikowski
Spironolactone, also prescribed under the brand name
Aldactone, treats women with hormonally influenced acne.
Prescribed in low doses, it blocks the testosterone that triggers breakouts.

1

2

Topical retinoids, known most often under the brand
name Retin-A, are a derivative of vitamin A. They unclog
the pores, and prevent whiteheads and blackheads from
forming.

3

Systemic oral antibiotics lower the population of
Propionibacterium acnes, a bacterium commonly found
on the skin that will multiply rapidly in blocked follicles.

4

Benzoyl peroxide kills Propionibacterium acnes bacteria
by introducing oxygen into pores, creating an unsuitable
environment for them.
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40 to 50 million

Americans have acne, making it the most
common skin disorder in the United States.
SOURCE: AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATOLOGY

prescribed Accutane, a drug used to treat severe acne, which
cleared up her face.
But the results didn’t last long. Just as Sangermano thought
the aging process might work in her favor, her reprieve from
acne came to an abrupt halt. By this time, she was in her late
40s, entering perimenopause, and she’d grown tired of oily skin
and breakouts.
“I really thought I’d get a break between acne and wrinkles,”
she says.
Bikowski told her that hormones were to blame. According to
Bikowski, whose Pittsburgh area practice is comprised of 25%
acne patients, acne during puberty is caused by elevated levels of
androgen. This male sex hormone, which everyone has, triggers
excess oil production.
Teen acne begins when androgen-stimulated oil glands come
to life, producing sebum, an oily liquid that carries dead skin
cells through hair follicles to the skin’s surface, where they clog
pores, producing pimples. Women can see a resurgence of acne
later in life, Bikowski says, because of the changes happening in
their body.
“As a woman enters perimenopause, her estrogen levels drop
while her androgen levels remain constant,” he says.
“Essentially, her body experiences a relative increase in the
effect of the male hormones, similar to the teenage acne scenario.”
Bikowski prescribed Sangermano an anti-androgen medication called spironolactone. Originally developed to treat high
blood pressure, it has become a commonly prescribed for women
whose acne is caused by hormonal fluctuations. And evidence
shows prescription medications are usually the best form of treatment for hormonal acne.
These days, Sangermano is pleased with what she sees in the
mirror. “My skin is finally smooth because it’s oil free, and my
pores aren’t enlarged any more,” she says.
She has her own theory of why she’s dealt with oily skin and
acne most of her life.
“I believe I have high testosterone levels for a woman,” she says.
“Along with my skin issues, I’ve always had very defined muscles.”

our family
one of us?”

“ How will it burden
if something happens to

If you have taken on the responsibility
of providing care for a parent or spouse,
or if you’ve watched income or assets
disappear to pay for care, you understand
the consequences a long-term care (LTC)
event can have on a family. If you’ve never
had this happen to you, it may be difficult
to fully appreciate how a family unit can be
devastated by this experience. And since
at least 70% of people over 65 will need
LTC services at some point, the reality
of how this will be paid is something that
many people sadly don’t plan for.

The average annual cost for a
semi-private room in a
Rochester area healthcare facility
is about $145,000.00
The importance of LTC insurance is often
overlooked. The lack of proper planning
can place severe financial and emotional
strain on your family... those you love most.
The overwhelming reason people qualify
for this valuable protection is so they are
never a burden on their family.

Mark Waldman specializes in Long
Term Care Insurance and can help
simplify a complicated process to help
you create a plan of independence...
a plan that does not depend on the
savings of your loved ones.

While the thought of Long Term Care is something many people don’t want to think about,
a conversation with Mark can help offset unthinkable burdens on your family. Call today.

Mark Waldman, Licensed Insurance Broker
Specialzing in LTC Insurance for Over 23 Years

585-820-8188
email: LTCMWALD@AOL.COM
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MONITOR

PETS

Getaway
or Stay
and Play?

Whether or not your dog
tags along on vacation, they’ll be
more comfy than ever BY JASON TOMCSI
Vacations are supposed to be for the entire family, so where does that leave the dog? It used to be
almost impossible for pet owners to bring their animals on vacation, but as the demand for canine
accommodations grows, more hotels are welcoming four-legged friends. And that means dogs—and
owners—won’t be stuck indoors the entire trip.
FACING FURRY DECISIONS
Melissa Halliburton, of Travelers Rest, S.C.,
knows about the difficulties of tracking
down dog-friendly vacation information.
“Whenever I wanted to get out of town
for the weekend, I’d call every hotel in the
area to quiz the front desk person about
whether the hotel allowed pets,” she says.
“I found the process annoying, and I figured a lot of other dog owners must share
my frustration, so I set out to create a single
destination where you could go to find comprehensive and up-to-date information on
hotel pet policies across the nation.”
From destinations to lodging to air
travel and even dog-friendly restaurants,
Halliburton’s goal is to ease the frustration
faced by many fellow dog owners.
“A family vacation just isn’t the same
without the pooch in tow,” she says. “If
you’re traveling solo, there’s no better place
to meet the locals than the dog park. You’ll
get recommendations on where to eat, what
to see first, and what to skip.”

60%
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UNEXPECTED AND AFFORDABLE
Many hotel chains have eliminated fees for
pet guests, but some might assess a nightly
charge or a one-time cleaning fee, ranging
from $10 to $100, depending on the hotel.
Even with these costs, Halliburton says,
bringing your dog along is often cheaper
than hiring a pet sitter or kennel.
For example, Halliburton says her
brother, who lives in New York City, would
spend $500 per week to board his beagle, Lucy, in Manhattan, when he travels to
Cape Cod, Mass., with his family.
“If he brought Lucy with him instead,
he could charter a sailboat for half a day
with Dog Gone Sailing Charters and take
himself, his wife, both kids, and the dog
whale-watching for the same amount of
money,” Halliburton says.
You can take your dog to the beach and
toss a ball, or take him to an off-leash park
or hiking trail and enjoy nature. Some restaurants even cater to entirely dogs, with
seats and doggie dishes made just

of pets traveled with their owners in 2010,
according to PetRelocation.com, an international
pet travel and pet transportation service provider.
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for them. You just have to know what you’re
looking for, and consider how much you’re
willing to spend on your pup.
BOARDING GOES LUXURIOUS
A new crop of luxury dog boarders is also
offering cushy dog stay-cations, for pets
that don’t tag along on vacation. Kentucky
Humane Society program director Justine
Saudan says the agency operates two “pet
resorts” that offer high-quality boarding,
and they’re reflective of a whole industry focusing on giving dogs the celebrity
treatment.
“Boarding now has many more options
now, other than a concrete wire run,”
Saudan says. “Dogs can have their own
beds, TVs, special activities and doggie
social hour.”
Remember, vacation is a time to relax—
for you and your dog. So don’t stress
yourself out the entire trip, whether you
bring your dog along for the ride or drop
him off at a kennel. Plan to put him in
good hands.
“People feel a lot more comfortable
knowing their babies are being professionally kept in a luxury or home-like
environment,” Saudan says.

EATS

MONITOR

Take a Dip
5 healthy condiment alternatives to swap out at your barbecue
BY PAIGE FUMO FOX
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VINEGAR
One of the best ways to avoid overdoing the condiments is to make the meat taste better in
the first place. Try marinating chicken to infuse it with flavor, and you won’t need to dump on
barbecue sauce, saving about 70 calories per serving.
“I want the meat to be ready before it gets to the table,” says chef Jeffory McLean, lead
culinary instructor at New York Wine and Culinary Center.
McLean, who has competed in barbecue contests, says one of his favorite marinades is a
blend of coffee and vinegar. “Vinegar goes so far with good barbecue. It’s a wonderful accent,”
he says. “The flavor profile (with coffee) is off the charts.”
MUSTARD
As a standalone condiment or an ingredient in dressings and sauces, mustard is a grill-out winner. Plain yellow mustard has zero calories. Considering all the types of vinegars and mustards
available, you can create nearly infinite combinations according to your taste, McLean says.
SPICE BLENDS AND RUBS
When McLean preps a pork shoulder for the barbecue, he likes to use spice rubs, which are
a great way to zing up the flavor without adding many calories. Experiment with the dried
spices in your cabinet, and try high quality store-bought blends, such as Cajun or Jamaican
jerk, and rubs tailored to complement pork, fish or chicken.
GREEK YOGURT
To slim down potato salads and dips, learn to love Greek yogurt. Regular mayonnaise has
about 10 grams of fat in a tablespoon. Non-fat Greek yogurt has about 0.7 grams of fat in
the same serving. Plain Greek yogurt makes an easy, healthy substitute for dishes with sour
cream, butter, salad dressings and more. You won’t even notice the difference.
CHEESE
A slice of American cheese on a burger is about as American as apple pie. And a slice of classic Kraft American cheese contains 60 calories and 4 grams of fat. You could skip it, but if
you have a need for cheese, find varieties where a little goes a long way. “My rule with cheese
is to find the strongest cheese with the biggest flavor you can handle. You will use less of it,”
McLean says. Experiment with blue cheese burgers. Even a slice of strong-flavored Swiss
might encourage you to use one slice, instead of two—or more.

PROTEIN SWAP-OUT
Some of the best meat for the
grill is often higher in fat. So if
you’re craving meat, skimp on
sides and condiments. Also,
buy meat with lower fat content. “Buy a pork shoulder
that’s 25% fat,” McLean says.
“We need to find out where we
can reduce, so you can avoid
having eater’s remorse.”

Vinegar goes
so far with good
barbecue. It’s a
wonderful accent.

QUICK TIP
Use a mister filled
with herb-infused
vinegar to spray on
meat while cooking,
to keep it moist
while adding flavor.

CHEF JEFFORY McLEAN
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PACK
A SURPRISE
9 NEW WAYS TO THINK ABOUT LUNCH
BY DANETTE M. WATT

Here we go again. It’s Sunday night, and you’re staring into the fridge with glazed-over
eyes. Ham and cheese? Peanut butter and jelly? You don’t have the energy to chop
vegetables for a salad, and you’re not sure they’d eat it even if you did.
You wonder how many school lunches you’ve packed already, and think about all the ones staring you down this school year. Nine
months of school means 150 lunches you have to plan, prepare and pack. And on top of that, you’re trying to make sure your kids
actually eat healthy food that fills them up, gives them energy and helps them stay focused. Instead of giving up and giving them
pre-packaged junk, mix up your routine with some new ideas—kid-friendly food that will be easy to make, and won’t find its way
back into the lunchbox, or the trash.

Shake-Your-Own Nachos
Kids love nachos, and your pre-teen or teen will get the
nutrients he needs with this dietitian-approved setup.
Handful of baked tortilla chips
1
⁄4 to 1⁄2 cup salsa
1 to 2 ounces shredded cheese
Shredded lettuce
Chopped tomatoes, onions, olives
Place chips in a container with a lid. Put salsa in a separate small container, and pack cheese, lettuce and other
toppings separately. At lunchtime, pour the salsa over
the chips, then shake out the cheese and toppings. Pack
extra napkins! Low in fat and sugar, this meal provides
vitamin A, vitamin C, potassium and calcium.
SOURCE: REGISTERED DIETITIAN HELEN ABBOTT,
PERRY COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, PERRYVILLE, MO.

LONG-AGO LUNCHES
This is a school lunch menu from 1917, as actually served by
the School Lunch Committee of the Home and School League
(We’re not sure where they got the name, either.) in Philadelphia.
Students could buy a “1-cent lunch” or a “5-cent dinner.”
For 2 cents more, they could get cocoa or milk.
MONDAY Baked beans and roll - 5 cents
Crackers or ice cream - 1 cent
TUESDAY Vegetable soup and roll - 5 cents
Crackers or ice cream - 1 cent
WEDNESDAY Creamed beef on toast and roll - 5 cents
Cates - 1 cent
THURSDAY Macaroni with tomato sauce and roll - 5 cents
Jam sandwich - 1 cent
FRIDAY Creamed salmon and roll - 5 cents
Crackers or ice cream - 1 cent
SOURCE: FOODTIMELINE.ORG
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MIX AND MATCH
Kids like creative combos, so swap around their
favorites. Try pretzels with peanut butter. Why not
turkey and grapes? Apples and hummus. Ask them
to come up with interesting mixes, and they’ll be
throwing open their lunchbox in anticipation of their
unique creation.

Veggie Noodles

OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD IDEAS
As a farmer at La Vista CSA Farm in Godfrey, Ill., mom Crystal
Stevens understands how important a good lunch is for her two
young children, and she has to get extra creative for her vegetarian family.
Three-year-old Iris isn’t in school yet, but a typical packed
lunch for her 9-year-old son, Cayan, includes an avocado, cheese
and spinach sandwich on tapioca bread with Vegenaise, a vegan
mayo alternative.
“We also like endive boats with hummus, beans and veggies,
such as shredded carrots,” Stevens says.
Cayan carries his midday meal in a Planet Box lunchbox above,
a small metallic carrier with segmented containers that Stevens
says help with portion control and organization. “It helps to have
compartments,” she says. “There’s no need to search for containers or lids daily.”
When sending snacks, Stevens has a few trusty sidekicks:
Æ Celery sticks with sunflower butter and raisins
Æ Grapes and blueberries
Æ Apples and pears
Æ Veggie straws or organic chips cooked in avocado oil

Coco-Nutty Bites
Instead of packaged cookies, try making these coconut chocolate
macaroons that are a favorite in the Stevens household.
2 cups unsweetened coconut flakes
1 cup pumpkin or sunflower seeds
1 cup pitted dried dates
4 tablespoons maple syrup or honey
1
⁄2 cup raw cacao powder
Mix all ingredients in a food processor until a ball is formed,
and spinning inside of the food processor. Roll into bite-size
balls and keep refrigerated.
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Fresh veggies make this a healthier alternative to boxed
pasta salads. There are about 200 calories in 1 cup.
8 ounces whole grain colored or shaped pasta
8 ounces cherry tomatoes, cut in half
1 cucumber, peeled and diced
4 ounces feta cheese
Fat-free Italian dressing, to taste
Prepare pasta according to package directions. When
pasta cools, add the veggies, dressing and feta cheese.
Cover and chill in the refrigerator. Best served chilled, so
if taking to school or work, include a frozen drink. When
lunchtime comes around, the drink will have thawed and
your lunch will be cool.
SOURCE: REGISTERED DIETITIAN JOY VAUGHT,
LOURDES HOSPITAL, PADUCAH, KY.

821 calories

are in the average elementary school lunch,
according to the 2013 documentary Lunch.

Kids love to dip their food.
Adding a healthy dip like hummus
or nut butter can decrease
the likelihood that a food
will be traded, or end up in the garbage.
REGISTERED DIETITIAN KELLY HOUSTON

Gobble Pockets
Stuff a pita pocket for this fun twist on a typical turkey
sandwich. This sandwich provides 25 grams of protein,
and, at 360 calories for one wrap, has about 100 fewer
calories than the average school lunch entree of hot
dogs or chicken nuggets.
1 whole-grain pita pocket
4 slices of deli turkey
1 slice low-fat cheese
8 cucumber slices
1 cup spinach
1
⁄2 cup tomatoes
Cut pita pocket in half. Put
two slices of turkey in each
half and 1⁄2 of the cheese
slice in each pita half. Add
4 cucumber slices, 1⁄2 cup of
spinach and 1⁄4 cup of tomatoes in each half. Pair with
fresh pineapple and carrot
sticks for a complete meal.
SOURCE: REGISTERED DIETITIAN JESSICA OFF,
ST. VINCENT HOSPITALS, INDIANAPOLIS

ABOVE-BOARD BITES
By most accounts, school lunches are healthier since
the USDA initiated school lunch reforms several years ago.
According to a 2012 School Nutrition Dietary Assessment
study, 85% of all schools offered lunches that met or
exceeded the standards for the School Meals Initiative
target nutrients—protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium,
and iron. Grains are now whole grains, and schools must
serve a prescribed amount of dark green, red or orange
and starchy vegetables throughout the week.

WHAT LITTLE DIPPERS LOVE
When Cara Ardelean’s two elementary-age children, Grace and
Alex above beg for store-bought Lunchables, she sends them to
school with whole grain crackers, low-fat cheese and slices of
nitrate-free and nitrite-free lunchmeat to assemble at lunch.
To round out the meal, the Washington Township, Mich.,
schoolteacher makes a healthier version of ranch dip for them to
eat with fresh vegetables.
Ardelean’s dip tactic is right on, says Kelly Houston, a registered dietitian at Alton Memorial Hospital in Alton, Ill. She says
dips pull kids in with an interactive, tactile approach to snacking.
“Kids love to dip their food,” Houston says. “So adding a
healthy dip like hummus or nut butter can improve their intake
of healthful foods, and decrease the likelihood that food will be
traded, or end up in the garbage.”
And since they can dip just about any raw veggie—celery sticks,
carrot coins, cucumber moons or slices of red, orange or yellow
peppers—it’s a chance to give picky eaters a choice when you can:
“Would you like carrot sticks or cherry tomatoes in your lunch?”
To create the dip, Ardelean mixes her homemade seasoning
with plain Greek yogurt, and says her kids don’t notice the difference. “Using plain Greek yogurt ups the protein without giving
up the flavor,” Ardelean says.

Homemade Ranch Dip
1
⁄3 cup dry buttermilk
2 tablespoons dried parsley
1 1⁄2 teaspoons dried dill weed
2 teaspoons garlic powder
2 teaspoons onion powder
2 teaspoons dried onion flakes
1 teaspoon ground black pepper
1 teaspoon dried chives
1 teaspoon salt

Stir 1 tablespoon of this seasoning mix into 1 cup
of plain Greek yogurt. Store the remainder to make
fresh dip anytime.
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SEND THEM PACKING
PackIt Freezable Lunch Bag
$20 | PackIt.com
Fold flat and freeze overnight, and the gel-lined walls
of this bag will chill a meal and a 12-ounce drink for
up to 10 hours, depending on external temperatures.

Æ Zip closure
Æ Made from food-safe, nontoxic poly canvas
and waterproof EVA

Æ PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free
Æ Available in smaller sandwich
and salad sizes

Æ Custom embroidery available

Blue Avocado Cooper insulated lunch bag
$15 | BlueAvocado.com
Blue Avocado promotes its lunch containers for their eco-friendliness.
The Cooper lunch bag comes with a label giving information about
the carbon footprint left by its production.

Æ Food stays cold for up to six hours
Æ PVC-, lead- and BPA-free
Æ Made from 50%
% post-consumer recycled bottle fabric
Æ Reusable zip bags available
availabl
ble
e to
t avoid baggie use
Æ Wipe-clean FDA-grade
DA-grad
ade lining
linin
ning
g

CRUNCH UP LUNCH!
For a quick lunchbox treat,
try Strawberry Crunchies,
says registered dietitian
Helen Abbott, in Perryville,
Mo. Dip whole strawberries
into yogurt, then roll them in
whole grain cereal.

Kids’ Soft Touch Lid Meal Carrier
$8 | Fit-Fresh.com
Two ice packs can be snapped into
the lid of this lunch carrier, with
dividers to keep your child’s sandwich and two snacks separately.

Æ Squish-proof
Æ BPA free
Æ Ice pack is non-toxic
Æ Soft TPE lip makes
the container easy to open

Æ Also sold at Target,
Wegmans and Macy’s

Ju
Juice
in the Box drink box
$12 | JuiceInTheBox.com
Th
This patented reusable drink box lets you send a drink with
yo
your child’s lunch in a no-waste container.

Æ Hard construction means no more squirt surprises
Æ Kid-friendly latching lid
Æ Push-button opening
Æ BPA- and phthalate-free
Æ Available in green, orange, pink, red and blue

2%

higher
obesity risk

among children who eat
school lunches rather than
those who brown bag,
according to the
2013 documentary Lunch.

DON’T LET LUNCH BECOME A HOT MESS
A kid’s lunch sits for at least a few hours before it’s eaten. A study in
the journal Pediatrics found that, even with multiple ice packs, more
than 90% of food items included in school lunches were at unsafe temperatures by lunchtime. To avoid food poisoning, follow some basic
guidelines.
Keep food in the fridge set below 40 degrees Fahrenheit until it’s time to
pack it. You can even freeze a sandwich or other items the night before.
Wash all fruits and vegetables, even ones that will be cut or peeled.

A BIG FOOD GAP
Lunch is crucial for kids, but breakfast is
just as important. Here’s what it looks like
when teens skip a morning meal.

Æ

Å ·
֢ǍǸ
ի
Ǎ ֘
Ǎ Ǐ
Æ

6 p.m. 10 p.m.- 6 a.m. 7 a.m.
Skip
Dinner Sleep
breakfast

Peanut butter, almond butter and hard cheeses are protein-packed
non-perishable options.
Keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold until they’re ready to eat.
Invest in an insulated lunch box, and use an ice pack or a frozen juice box
to keep items cold. Use a Thermos for soup and other hot foods.
Remind kids to wash their hands before they eat, but include
hand sanitizer or hand wipes just in case.
Tell your kids to toss any leftover perishable items; and throw away
any perishable food that comes home.

Chicken Mix-Up
This salad is ideal for teens. The protein in the chicken
and yogurt help them feel full longer.
1 chicken breast, cooked, chilled and shredded
1 small apple, diced
1
⁄4 cup grapes, sliced in half or 1⁄4 cup Craisins
1
⁄4 cup roasted, unsalted almonds, chopped
2 green onions, sliced
1
⁄4 cup nonfat plain Greek yogurt
1 tablespoon mustard
Sea salt and pepper to taste
Combine all ingredients. Serve with low-fat crackers, in a
wrap or on whole-wheat pita bread.

Noon
Lunch

That is 18 full hours with
no food—almost a full day!

5 SNACKS TO STASH
Teenagers are unpredictable. They often
don’t eat breakfast, and they might even
skip lunch. This adds up to bad news for their
concentration during class, and it can be
doubly troubling for young athletes on their
way to practice and other teens staying after
school for clubs. Give them some snacks
loaded with protein that they can keep in
their locker, to grab for quick energy on their
way to something fun. Portion them in zipper
bags for easy grabbing.
Almonds or walnuts with dried fruit
For a real protein blast
Dried edamame (Japanese soy beans)
They’re on the table at the sushi place
Pretzels with single-serve peanut butter
Just rip and dip
A bag of clementines
Those cuties sure are refreshing
Homemade protein bars
Pinterest has plenty

SOURCE: REGISTERED DIETITIAN MICHELLE MCCORMICK,
CARBONDALE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, CARBONDALE, ILL.

A PRESSING ISSUE
Putting an end to vending machine junk
A sensible diet definitely includes healthy snacks, especially for growing children
and active teens who benefit from a between-meals nibble. To encourage better
snacking, school vending machine snacks must follow new USDA Smart Snacks in
School guidelines, part of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010. Smart Snacks
in School standards limit two components—ingredients and calories. A snack must
have no more than:
Æ 200 calories
Æ 35% sugar by weight (some fruit exceptions)
Æ 230 milligrams of sodium
Æ 35% of calories from fat, with some exceptions
(mandated 0% trans fat and maximum 10% of calories from saturated fats)
Soda is out. During school hours, all students, regardless of grade level, are limited to plain water, low-fat milk and full-strength fruit or vegetable juices, or
full-strength fruit or vegetable juices diluted with water. Older kids can have
12 fluid ounces, while elementary students are limited to 8 fluid ounces.
How does this snack swap stack up in real life? Here’s an example: Your
kid might now eat a 4-ounce fruit cup with 100% juice, containing 68 calories,
instead of a 2.2-ounce package of fruit flavored candy with 249 calories,
177 of them empty.

FREEDOM
5 PATHS TO A SAFE RUN
Running injuries can be devastating, and
orthopedic surgeon Dr. Sam Carter has
seen the worst. Carter, a Louisville, Ky.based doctor who specializes sports
medicine, offers five tips to keep you on
your feet.

1

Start slowly. If you are a beginner
or a re-energized runner, don’t start
at a pace or a mileage that makes you
miserable.

2

Don’t increase your pace or mileage too quickly. Total weekly mileage
should increase by no more than 10%
per week.

3

Don’t run through pain. Sometimes
knowing the difference between
fatigue, discomfort and true pain is the
most difficult or a new runner, Carter says.
Pain that does not go away with rest after
a run is a warning sign of impending injury.

4

Start at the bottom. Well-fitting
shoes that match your gait and running style are a crucial factor in avoiding
injury. Running shoes should be replaced
after 300 to 500 miles, depending on
your weight and running surface. Ask the
experts at a specialty running store for
help finding the right shoe and the correct fit.

5

Listen to your body. Most running injuries are from overuse—trying to do too
much, too fast. If you need to take a day
off, it’s not the end of the world, Carter
says. Try cross training, so you still get
some conditioning and cardiovascular
work without taxing your sore legs.
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el Diab motioned with his hands for about 30 runners
at his store to join him for a picture. The runners, clad
in tights and layers of bright neon clothing against the

cold February night, gathered around the ever-energetic 64-yearold Diab inside his running shoes and apparel store, Running for
Kicks in Palos Heights, Ill.
After taking the picture, the group headed out for its weekly Monday night group
run, traversing about 10 miles as they snake through neighborhoods. The photo was
used as part of a fundraiser in May for the family of fellow runner Mark Reilly, who
abruptly died in 2013.
“That’s what runners do,” Diab says. “This is what it’s all about. Everybody is looking out for everybody else. And it’s something just about everybody can do. One foot
in front of the other.”
Most of the regulars at Diab’s Monday night runs are part of the Yankee Runners,
an Oak Forest, Ill.-based running club with members who compete in several marathons throughout the year, including in Boston and Chicago.
Among the Yankee Runners who laced up that Monday night was Tracy Rosensteihl,
a 48-year-old who took up running about two years ago. Since then, he’s lost more than
50 pounds, and doesn’t have to take cholesterol medication anymore. He’s also able to
take a smaller dosage of medicine for his type 2 diabetes.
Rosensteihl has raised about $20,000 in support of the American Cancer Society
through races and other efforts, including his first-ever full marathon in November
2013.
“It’s a matter of fitness, friendships and fundraising,” Rosensteihl says. “They
all relate together in running. I’ve met so many great people through the running
community.”
Running has grown way beyond just a way to stay fit. Old and young, men and
women, people of all walks of life are finding fellowship and run through running.
And it’s still a killer workout.

51.4 million
29.4 million

Americans went running at least once in 2012
ran at least 50 days that year
SOURCE: SPORTS & FITNESS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

2
FEET

on

No equipment, no gym, just you and the open road.
Or, grab a group and find fellowship.
Millions of regular people around the country
have discovered the simple joys of running.
Read about the rewards that come from just
putting one foot in front of the other, and how
you can get started today.

BY BENJI FELDHEIM
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CLOTHING
Warm weather: Get clothing to keep you cool and dry,
such as Nike DriFit, at right, or Saucony and Mizuno
Coolmax shirts. “You never want to wear cotton,” Diab
says. “It just holds the sweat.”
Cold weather: Stay warm and dry by using a base
layer on your upper body to wick away sweat, a second layer for insulation, and then a jacket on top to
seal in warmth. Thermal tights keep legs warm, while
mittens work better than gloves to keep fingers insulated, Diab says.
“And you definitely want to wear a facemask that wicks sweat away and filters
cold air,” he says.
SHOES
Diab says you should consider much more than brand and color when choosing the
right shoes.
“We don’t push one shoe company over another. Everything depends on foot
structure, any issues you have like injuries, and what you are training for,” Diab says.
Once they analyze your feet and training needs, he uses a Brannock Device—the
foot-measurer that was once a shoe store staple—find your exact fit. “We’re oldfashioned in that respect, but they still work well,” Diab says.
Then, the customer stands up and bends their knees into a squat to make sure
the shoes keep their feet stable and level. Lastly, they go outside for a short run
while a staff member watches to see if the shoe helps their stride, especially if they
pronate (feet roll inward) or supinate (feet roll outward).
“We’d never tell a runner to buy a pair of shoes and break them in,” Diab says.
“They have to feel good when you put them on.”

Toe to toe: The evolution of running shoes
LATE 1890s
British company J.W. Foster and Sons, known today as Reebok, builds
one of the earliest-known shoes with spikes jutting out of the sole.
1920s
Germany’s Adi Dassler follows with his own running spikes, before starting Adidas.

1960s
University of Oregon track coach Bill Bowerman develops the
waffle-iron pattern on shoe bottoms to cushion impact, while
giving runners more traction. Bowerman’s innovations, which also
included the raised heel and nylon upper, led to the creation of Nike.
1970s
Following Bowerman’s influence, shoe manufacturers start working with
a substance called ethylene vinyl acetate, which captures air bubbles. In
1979, the Nike Air was born. The influence is still seen today in running
and athletic shoes, even with advancements in material density, stability
and isolation.

RACE ON!

4 apps to help you start running
Nike+
Syncs to social media to post
your training goals. If friends
“like” your status, you’ll hear
a round of applause right in
your headphones.
Free for Android and iPhone
NikePlus.Nike.com
MapMyRun
Want to find a running path
just about anywhere in the
world? Download this app
to see where you’ve been
and where you’re going.
Free for Android and iPhone
MapMyRun.com
Hal Higdon Training App
Get encouragement from the
man himself, as this running
expert guides you on your runs.
Available for marathon and
half-marathon training.
$10 for Android and iPhone
HalHigdon.com
RunKeeper
Uses your phone’s GPS to track
your distance. Offers stats for
pace, distance and time, and has
built-in audio cue coaching.
Lets supporters watch live maps
of workouts and races with the
purchase of the $19.99 RunKeeper
Elite Yearly Membership.
Free for Android and iPhone
RunKeeper.com

OLD SOLES

GET THE RIGHT GEAR

1860

circa
Dutton and Thorowgood
leather running shoes
COURTESY BATA SHOE MUSEUM

2010
Brooks Running announces a breakthrough—a liquid made up of tiny
polymer chains that act like millions of “nanosprings.” Because it can
move around inside the shoe, it allows a shoe to adapt to the force
applied to it.
TODAY
Some people say that while shoe innovations are great, we’ve been running as a species for hundreds of thousands of years without them. Thus
was born isolated-toe shoes. The thinking behind toe shoes is that human
feet were not made for a heel-to-toe strike that’s common when wearing
shoes. Rather, it’s better to hit the ground with the ball of your foot first.

Vibram FiveFingers
Bikila EVO women’s
running shoes
$120 VibramFiveFingers.com

A WIDER TRACK
Across the country, running communities are growing, and the
number of races is skyrocketing. From 5Ks and half-marathons,
to theme runs and traditional marathons, the sport is in the middle of what New York Road Runners coach John Honerkamp
describes as its “second boom.”
In the 1970s and ’80s, running was a male-dominated sport
offering a narrow range of events. It was mostly guys running
marathons. But today, the number of half-marathons is rising
faster than any other running event, and you’ll see many more
women running them, Honerkamp says.
“Part of the second running boom is that both genders are
more involved now compared to the first boom,” says Honerkamp,
who is an eight-time top 10 finisher at the U.S. Track and Field
National Championships.
One of Honerkamp’s goals is to lower the barriers that may
keep curious people away from running. People think it’s too difficult, and a regular routine is almost impossible to stick with.
Experienced runners training for their 10th race will still call
themselves as “beginners,” he says. So Honerkamp encourages
people to focus on hitting their own goals, instead of comparing themselves to Olympians or people who just run more often.
“One of our jobs is to break down those walls of, ‘I’m not a real
runner,’ or, ‘I’m too slow,’” he says. “We aim to show people that
runners aren’t just really fast people wearing singlets and shortshorts. We help people not feel intimidated when running with
people who have all the gear, and are more experienced.
“I define running as propelling yourself forward using both
feet. If you’ve chased a bus, or chased the subway, or a cab, you’re
a runner. Our tagline is, ‘Run for life.’ We want to get people
inspired and change lives through running.”
He says running offers a way for a person to set and reach
goals independently. Sure, it can get competitive if you want it to
be. But most runners are focused on their own progression and
development.
“It’s much cheaper to run a marathon than to buy a Ferrari
for a midlife crisis,” he says. “It’s about a process and a journey. If
you run your best time, then really you did just as well as the top
finisher in a race.”

Running is something just
about everybody can do.
One foot in front of the other.
RUNNING ENTHUSIAST MEL DIAB
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SOCIAL MEDIA:
A NEW FUEL
Running communities don’t just meet
on the street. Through computers,
tablets and especially smart phones,
runners connect with each other
through social media.
Steve Raquel is an Ilinois-based
social media consultant who specializes
in sports marketing. He has seen firsthand how social media has aided the
renewed running boom.
“It allows instantaneous communication of what you are doing,” Raquel says.
“But it’s not just about posting pictures. It’s a way to give and provide
feedback on routes, techniques, equipment, sports drinks and more. And we
can all support each other.”
Facebook remains the most-used
social network for runners, Raquel
says. Twitter offers the unique ability to
directly connect with professional runners and running organizations. “That’s
a type of feedback you can’t get anywhere else,” Raquel says.
The popularity of themed runs such
as “mud runs” and others has benefited
greatly from social media, with participants sharing photos and videos of
unique obstacles and their messy afterpictures. Instagram is also a darling of
theme runs, Raquel says.
“Those events aren’t just about running,” Raquel says. “Everyone getting
muddy, gross and sweaty together has
an interesting community aspect, and
makes for a good visual in promotion.”
38
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SHARING ON THE ROAD
While most running programs and apps help you chart your progress, some have even
more creative ways to motivate. Jeremy Koerber, manager of Wellware Fitness Center
in St. Louis, says he enjoys a feature of the Nike+ app that involves social media. Users
can sync Nike+ with their Facebook account, and their running achievements get posted
automatically. If a Facebook friend “likes” the status or comments, the user hears a round
of applause in their headphones while running.
“When you first get started running, your confidence may not be at its all-time high,”
Koerber says. “But then all of a sudden, you get that applause. Even if you don’t know
who that is, you now have someone supporting you. That’s why running communities
are so important. The solid support system is key.”
Koerber thinks the social aspect of running also has gotten more rubber soles on the
road. More people are running with their friends, or joining a jogging group to make
new friends, he says, which gets them engaged, and off their couches.
“Whether it’s for a 5K, half-marathon or a themed race, you will invariably start running with other people,” Koerber says. “Then it’s not just about losing weight and getting
in shape. Now there’s a healthy social environment.”
In addition to hosting Monday, Wednesday and Saturday runs, Running for Kicks
offers ice cream socials, pizza parties and chili runs. It’s not unusual for runners to hang
out after group runs, to share snacks and conversation about running and other parts
of their lives, Diab says.
“We believe in family-orientated running,” he says. “The pace groups will probably talk about their day at work, or what they’ll do when they get home. Or they’ll plan
another run for Thursday. It’s a lot of fun.”
Diab also spearheaded the First Midwest Bank Half Marathon and the Running for
Kicks Turkey Trot. More than $150,000 in six years has been raised through the halfmarathon for prostate cancer research, and for children with special needs. About 11,000
cans of food were collected at the previous Turkey Trot hosted in November 2013 for a
local food pantry. Diab says it’s just another of the many ways running brings communities together.
“We believe in giving back to the community,” Diab says. “It’s a very positive environment.”

HALF-MARATHONS, FULLY COMMITTED
In 2013 Running USA, a national nonprofit focused
on advancing the sport, reported that the half-marathon
has been the fastest-growing road race distance in the
United States for seven straight years.
³ The number of half-marathon finishers has almost
quadrupled since 2000—from 482,000 to 1.8 million.
³ In 2013, a record 36 U.S. half-marathons had at least
10,000 finishers, up from 17 in 2009. Back in 2000,
only one U.S. half-marathon had 10,000 finishers.
³ 60% of half-marathon finishers were female in 2012,
with a record 1.1 million runners.
³ Men made up 40% of half-marathon finishers in 2012,
but still added up to a record high of 740,000.

Runners aren’t just
really fast people
wearing singlets
and short-shorts.
If you’ve chased a bus,
or chased the subway,
or a cab, you’re a runner.
NEW YORK ROAD RUNNERS
COACH JOHN HONERKAMP

4 THEMED RACES YOU HAVE TO TRY!
TOUGH MUDDER
This 10 to 12 kilometer race features unique obstacles such as electric wires, flames
and—you guessed it—mud. Get a team together and test your grit. ToughMudder.com
THE COLOR RUN
In what’s promoted as the “Happiest 5K on the Planet,” runners get blasted
with safe colored paint as they traverse the untimed course. TheColorRun.com
5K FOAM FEST AND MUD RUN
This obstacle run features a Chamber of Foam along with mud,
walls and other inventive challenges. 5KFoamFest.com
ZOMBIE RUN
Ready to put your zombie survival skills to the test? Running from the undead
is your motivation through this 5K that also includes “chemical spill zones.” ZombieRun.com
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SPECIAL NEEDS
REQUIRE SPECIALCARE

SM

When you’re ready, we’re here to help. MassMutual’s SpecialCareSM program provides
access to information, specialists and ﬁnancial products and services to help families
facing the ﬁnancial responsibilities of raising a child with a disability or other special
needs. To learn more about how a ﬁnancial professional with the Chartered Special
Needs Consultation designation can help your family, visit MassMutual.com/SpecialCare

Financial Architects

James Traylor, ChFC®, ChSNC, CLU®
Special Care Planner
Financial Architects
585-399-8367
jtraylor@ﬁnancialguide.com
www.ﬁnancialarchitectsupstate.com

LIFE INSURANCE + RETIREMENT/401(K) PLAN SERVICES + DISABILITY INCOME INSURANCE + LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE + ANNUITIES

MassMutual Financial Group refers to Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co. (MassMutual) and its afﬁliated companies and sales representatives. Local
sales agencies are not subsidiaries of MassMutual or its afﬁliated companies. CRN201510-177392

Summer at
Apartments &
Cottage Homes
INDEPENDENT & ENRICHED
A Senior Living & Lifelong
Learning Community
in Collaboration with RIT
Home to the Osher Institute at RIT

50 Fairwood Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
(585) 292-5440
www.RiversRunLiving.com
LEARN ABOUT OUR UNIVERSITY-BASED LIFESTYLE.
TOURS DAILY!

